Designers and Manufacturers of LED Lighting Products
Company Introduction

• The Lighting Division is a 12 year old LED lighting fixture manufacturing company specializing in linear lighting.
• Its parent company QCA (Quality Contract Assembly) has been around for over 30 years.
• Located in Rochester, NY. This USA made company is a great choice for all of your lighting needs.
TLD’s Grace LED Product Line

The Lighting Division’s Grace Light Fixtures and Grace LED Puck Lights offer great flexibility for a wide variety of installation and design possibilities.

• All Grace Fixtures come in 6” increments up to 48”

• All Grace Fixtures and Pucks have full dimming capabilities

• All Grace products are offered in two light color options:
  ▫ 3000K (Warm White: used with earth tones)
  ▫ 3500K (Neutral White: used with vibrant colors)

• The Grace Light Fixtures come in 3 light level intensities:
  ▫ LBT (Task Level)
  ▫ LBQ (Activity Level)
  ▫ LBI (Accent Level)
Grace Task Light Fixture (LBT)

The Grace Task light is the highest level of light intensity within the Grace Line.

Ideal use for:
- Under cabinet lighting for close work when a high level of illumination is required
- Great for focus work, and when dimmed, can be used as a night light or ambiance light.

Specifications:
- 6 watts per foot power consumption
- 280 lumens per foot for 3000K
- 330 lumens per foot for 3500K
Grace Activity Light Fixture (LBQ)

- The Grace Activity Light is TLD’s most popular under-cabinet fixture. It is the middle intensity of light in the Grace Line.
- Ideal use for:
  - Under cabinet lighting for excellent illumination in a generally-lit work area
  - Great for general work, and when dimmed, is a great night light or ambiance light.
- Specifications:
  - 3 watts per foot power consumption
  - 165 lumens per foot for 3000K
  - 195 lumens per foot for 3500K
Grace Accent Light Fixture (LBI)

- The Grace Accent Light has the lowest level intensity out of the 3 shown.
- Ideal use for:
  - Under cabinet lighting for a good boost of illumination to fill out dark spaces below cabinets and add general surface lighting.
  - In cabinet vertical mount for even interior illumination for wood or glass shelves.
  - Toe Kick or Above Cabinet illumination

- Specifications:
  - .8 watts per foot power consumption
  - 51 lumens per foot for 3000K
  - 61 lumens per foot for 3500K
Grace LED Puck Light Fixture (LP3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puck Bezel Color Option (select one)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- TLD’s non recessed puck means no giant holes to drill for installation!
- The Puck comes in your choice of four bezel colors:
  - Silver
  - Black
  - White
  - Bronze
- Ideal for:
  - Under cabinet lighting to provide good illumination for work surfaces
  - Provides a variety of effects on cabinet backsplashes
  - In cabinet installation for interior illumination above glass shelves
- Specifications
  - 3.5 watts per foot power consumption
TLD’s Versatile Dimming Options

- Under Cabinet Dimmer
  - The thumb wheel allows the lights to be dimmed from fully on to fully off and everywhere in between.
  - Fits perfectly under any framed cabinet.
  - Convenient and easy to install
  - 120 watt max load and is compatible with all TLD power supplies.

- High-Low Switch Dimmer
  - Its exclusively designed compact profile makes this dimmer easily concealed under any framed cabinet.
  - It is a great and affordable dimming option for any lighting project.
  - Dims your light in 3 stages: High/Low/Off
  - 90 watt max load and it is compatible with all TLD power supplies.
TLD’s Dimming Options Continued

- Wired Wall Control Dimming
  - TLD-DMU-010
  - TLD-LGC-1
  - This aesthetically pleasing dimming set up gives you the option to not only dim up and down using the slider, but to turn it on and off as well.
  - TLD carries the Legrand 0-10 wall control but the module is also compatible with wall controls from other manufacturers.
  - 120 watt max load

- Wireless Wall/Remote Control Dimming
  - TLD-WDC-XX
  - TLD-WHC-XX
  - When wiring is an issue, TLD’s wireless wall control/remote is the answer.
  - Comes with your choice of a Decora style wall control and/or a handheld remote.
  - The wall controls are available in 4 different colors: white, black, ivory or light almond.
  - The handheld remote is offered in black or white.
  - 75 watt max load and is compatible with all TLD’s power supplies.
Applications for the Grace Line

Above Cabinet/Cove Lighting

In Cabinet Lighting

Toe Kick Lighting

Under Cabinet Lighting
Why choose The Lighting Division?
Easy, Fast, Hassle Free Installation!
Up to 75% less labor

- No need for large connectors, “one length fits all” wire, or large drill holes through your cabinets.

- Our built in, easy-to-use, screw down terminals make installation a breeze! Uses light, cut to length, 20AWG wiring, so there is no need to harm your cabinets with large drill holes.

- Our sleek polycarbonate track provides protection to your lights without looking bulky!
Flexible Wiring Options

- The Grace Lighting System can be “daisy chained” or “home run” configured to suit your application needs!
Service you can count on!
“Where we work for you”

- **Fast Quoting**
  - Send over a floor plan or measurements and TLD’s customer service team will return the quote back to you within 24hrs!
- **Technical Assistance is just a phone call away!**
  - With their on-site technical support, TLD will talk you through any installation, wiring, or troubleshooting issues you may have.
  - *Even have your contractor or installer call when on the job site and they will walk them through the entire installation process from start to finish!*
- **Build a personal relationship with all of TLD’s friendly customer service representatives who will always answer the phones during regular business hours!**

- **Their industry leading lifetime limited warranty on fixtures is backed by factory support!**
- **Best Value on the Market**
  - Superior quality LED lighting system at the right price! (less expensive than other premium manufacturers)
  - Most efficient and reliable power supplies on the market!
- **Multiple ways to place orders along with easy-to-use order forms:**
  - Via Phone
  - Via Email
  - Via Fax
- **Contact customer service support for design suggestions based on application requirements.**
Contact The Lighting Division Today!

- Phone: 585-697-0093
- Fax: 585-663-1432
- Email: orders@thelightingdivision.com